
Saturday, September 9

Sunday, September 10

Sponsored By:

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4

Ping Tom Memorial Park 
Chicago, IL

MidWest Flow Fest Instructor Showcase

11am

12:30pm

3:30pm

6:30pm

2pm
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MidWest Flow Fest Jam!

11am

12:30pm

3:30pm

6:30pm

2pm

5pm

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4

hoopjuggling/otherdance/aerial staff any/all propspoi

FREE! Intro Contact
Jay Jay

FREE! Poi Basics
Jessie Wags

FREE! Intro to Fans
Jessica Mardini

Buugeng Fundamentals
Kimberly Bucki FREE!

VTG 1:1 with Fans
Jessica Mardini

Performance 101
Matt O’Daniel

Clowning Around
Jared the Juggler

Tutting for Flow Art- 
Dushwam

No Beat Tosses
Zack Lyttle

Down & Dirty- 
Groundwork- Jay Jay

Flowers Shapes & Hand 
Paths- Dushwam

Tosses with Doubles 
Exuro

Swap Tosses
Zack Lyttle

Intro to Circle Juggle 
Juan Guardiola

Continuous Poi Tosses 
Juan Guardiola

Intermediate Buugeng 
Kimberly Buck

Beginner Pole Basics 
Alice Wonder

Admiral’s Way Contact 
Admiral J Brown

Flow Style & Personality 
Casandra Tanenbaum

Row Pray Fishtails
Admiral J Brown

Contact Poi 2- Full 
Contact- Matt O’Daniel

Making Organic 
Sequences - Exuro

Your Prop, Your 
Dance- Jessie Wags

Musicality in Motion
Jacquie Tar-Foot

Performance Pro Tips 
Fearless Ringleader

Juggling 5 Ball
Jared the Juggler

Acro Staff 101
Admiral J Brown

Inclusive Community 
Jessica Mardini FREE! 

Contact Poi 1- Intro 
Matt O’Daniel FREE! 

FREE! Body Balance 
Jacqui Tar-Foot

FREE! Fundamentals: 
Reels- Dushwam

FREE! Cultivating 
Community- Exuro

Mini Hoop Technicality 
Kassandra Morrison

Fancy Feet
Perkulator

Better Body Rolls
Jacquie Tar-foot

Modern Dance Hoop
Fearless Ringleader

3 Hoop Manipulation 
Kassandra Morrison

FREE! HoopDance 101 
Casandra Tanenbaum

Lazy Hooping
Perkulator

Body Roll Play
Kassandra Morrison



Alice Wonder- Alice first fell in love with acrobatics and body move-
ment when she was very young. All started with body building with her 
father, later took up dance(ballroom, jazz,tap,ballet) as she got older found 
her love in gymnastics, learning how to shape the body and to soar new 
heights! In 2013 she discovered flow arts community through the Side-
show arts. The following year after meeting so many amazing and talented 
people, she found the Aerial arts. Pole has become her main focus and 
passion in life, using all the past knowledge and training in body sculpting, 
movement and dance she is determined to show everyone that they can fly 
and find that there is true being strong. Her favorite part about teaching is 
getting to see the pure joy and excitement in her students eyes when they 
finally get that trick! Come learn how to fly with the wonder that is Alice 
and become a polerina!
 
Alice Belle Wonder-FB 
alice__belle-instagram

Sunday 11am Beginner Pole Basics
Learn basic pole dancing moves like base moves, holds, and grip styles to 
get you moving around the pole comfortably and safely. You will also learn 
some easy but elegant spins and mini combos.

Admiral J. Brown-
Facebook.com/admiralbrownfirearts
Youtube.com/admiralbrownfirearts
@admiraljbrown on instagram and twitter

Saturday 3:30pm Acro Staff with Admiral- Going over some ba-
sic Acro staff tricks and concepts along with a focus on bodyweight exer-
cises that can be done with an acro staff.
-Limited extra acro staves available-

Sunday 3:30pm Admiral’s way of Contact This is a contact staff 
class for all skill levels. At first, we will split in two; the first group will 
be given a way to practice something known on multiple levels, then the 
other group will learn how to get to the first groups skill set. Once back 
together, we will all give ourselves limitations while practicing and discov-
ering new ways of thinking about contact staff.

Sunday 2pm Row, Pray, Fishtails!!! Have your patience ready for 
this; fishtails may be the hardest thing you’ll ever learn with a contact staff, 
but they are also the most important. Fishtails are the entrance and exit 
to everything and with them, you will never grab your staff again. We will 
cover many different ways of learning fishtails in order to maximize the 
possibility of everyone understanding this beast of difficult simplicity.



Casandra Tanenbaum- Casandra is a force of nature, a Golden Man-
dala of Delight! A life-long dancer and an avid practitioner of yoga, West 
African dance and Capoeira, she infuses her hoop classes, performances 
and personal practice with deep knowledge of creative movement. She has 
been teaching hoopdance for over 8 year and is co-author of Hoola-Fit 
Teacher Training program and a level 3 HoopGirl Hoopdance instruc-
tor. In November 2011 she created and managed the first ever multi-day, 
multi-prop flow arts festival in Florida, called Florida Flow Fest, drawing 
hundreds of hoopers, yogis, dancers and flow artists together to share, 
grow and learn. Florida Flow Fest continues to grow and expand annually, 
and is building Flow Fests events across the country: www.flowfests.com 
A professional educator for over seventeen years she earned a Masters De-
gree in Contemplative Education from Naropa University June 2012. She 
has competed in, coached, emceed, and produced poetry slams (as small 
as your neighborhood coffee house and as large as the National Poetry 
Slam) since 2003. @monkeydustcasandra

Sunday12:30pm Introduction to HoopDance- Spin, twirl and 
surprise yourself! No experience necessary! We will be spinning circles 
around our bodies, developing coordination and finding a space of play 
with the prop!

Sunday, 5:00pm Flow Style and Personality- What does your 
flow style say about the YOU you present to the world? Let’s explore the 
full spectrum of personality and use it to deepen our practice, expand our 
performance vocabulary, and contribrute to the greater flow arts commu-
nity. 

Sponsored By:



Dushwam- In all of my classes I intend to leave students with transfer-
able learning skills applicable to the rest of their lives and practice.  I also 
hope to inspire them to create space wherever they are at any given time 
as well as in their local communities. 

Facebook -   
https://www.facebook.com/ryan.ducham
Performer Page:
https://www.facebook.com/Dushwam/
Instagram - @d0uch3am

Saturday 11am Tutting For Flow Artists- No prop or skill re-
quired...Also understandable as “instrumental tutting” we will learn a 
“scale” made by Matt Darkmatter/ Haoudoken that I named the hour-
glass after the hand path followed.  It is 12 steps and thus we can “lag” 
one hand for 12 total starting patterns and choose a direction (Same/
Opposite) creating 24 patterns each adjacent to 2 other patterns. Play-
ing with all of this will appeal to ideas like VTG and grid tracing. The 
grid tracing concepts of this class will improve people’s awareness of their 
body and it’s geometry.

Saturday 3:30pm: Flexible Poi Fundamentals- Flowers, 
Shapes and Hand Paths- This part of the curriculum aims to pro-
vide the terminology through VTG to understand how many patterns are 
possible and how to describe flow arts motion so that the language is as 
consistent as it can be such that we can break down what we see, what we 
want to do and how these things are done. “

Sunday 3:30pm: Flexible Poi Fundamentals Part 1: Reels
No skill required! Through terminology and reverse engineering we will 
explore the fundamentals of poi and learn how we can shorthand con-
cepts as tricks. Reels are the most common way to turn while spinning 
poi and can open up incredible and simple fun. After learning them we 
will learn to do horizontal stalls into butterflies and into reels in the oppo-
site direction. Then we will explore how to stretch these concepts further.



Exuro- Hailing from Portland, Oregon, Exuro brings juggling and flow 
arts workshops to audiences around the world. He is committed to bring-
ing quality experiences to those that seek them by using his strengths as 
an entertainer and educator. Working both as a performer, educator, event 
producer, and empowerment leader, he has delivered performances and 
presentations to thousands of students and spectators.
www.insphyreperformance.com
www.facebook.com/insphyreperformance
www.instagram.com/insphyreperformance
www.youtube.com/insphyreperformance
www.facebook.com/therealexuro
www.instagram.com/therealexuro
www.youtube.com/exuro89

Saturday 5pm Cultivating Your Community - This is a group 
discussion on how you can influence the world around you to better itself 
through your actions and leadership. We will explore the factors that con-
tribute to a healthy and happy subculture in your local community and 
will examine how these principles can be applied to your local area. We 
seek to guide others towards a positive life through our own actions by 
acting as stewards of the world we wish to create.

Sunday 11am How To Make an Organic Sequence

Sunday, July 23 2pm Double Staff Tosses- A guide to a frame-
work for building strength among the core components of staff juggling. 
Learn the 16 fundamental throws and how to explore variations within 
them. In addition to the core throws, we will cover Window Theory, Rota-
tion Control, Height Control, and Pattern Construction in order to build 
a complete framework to play with after the class is completed.



Fearless Ringleader- Paula Chambers
Since discovering hooping in 2009, Paula has become a Flow Arts Pro-
fessional. Through crafting hoops, costumes, performances, instruction, 
and event organizing, she is truly entrenched in the craft. She co-founded 
The Hudsucker Posse flow arts dance troupe and community group in 
Bloomington, Indiana and continues to coach, mentor, and foster a flow 
arts community there. She also co-founded and co-directs the Kinetic Arts 
Academy and FlowMotion Events which focuses on education and eleva-
tion of flow artists through promotion, workshops, retreats, and perfor-
mances.

Paula has performed at showcases at Flow Camp, Florida Flow Fest, Ki-
netic Fire and FlowMotion Events, as well as music festivals and numerous 
special engagements. Paula is the co founder of the Hudsucker Posse, who 
perform in and around her hometown of Bloomington IN.
www.fearlessringleader.com
www.facebook.com/fearlessringleader
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ_BhDIKts-OdqhOuVi7Wjw

Saturday 11am Modern Dance for Hoopers or “What makes 
you so Spacial?” Session includes exploration of “BASTE” Body, Action, 
Space, Time, Energy, as it applies to developing grace, flow and lyrical 
qualities to hoop dance techniques. Expect to get up close and personal. 
Spacial awareness is a primary focus in this body-centric class. Part of this 
class is taught using hoops, part dance only.

Sunday 12:30pm Professional Performance Tips- Learn how to 
hone your characters and create acts with both pop and polish. Half the 
class is a lecture/discussion, half the class is a guided meditation designed 
to develop character backstory. The meditation gets rave reviews and the 
content of this class provides solid information every performer should 
know.



Jacquie Tar-Foot- Jacquie hails from Las Vegas, Nevada. Dedicating 
over 6 years to object manipulation, she has spent the past year focussed 
on full time performance and teaching all over the country. Proficient in 
a variety of props and skills, a variance of hoops and staves are her go-to 
choice with some hand balancing thrown in for flavor.

Saturday 2pm Better Butter Body Rolls- Hoop Beginner-Ad-
vanced A class that breaks down the fundamentals of a chest body roll, 
hand to hand, full contact from point A to point B. Breaking down the 
process into basic steps to perfect your contact rolls. Once comfortable we 
go on to utilize all planes and surfaces of the body to execute body rolls so 
delicious, you swear your Grandma baked them fresh. From behind the 
back, to neck tosses, to balances, we will cover a multitude of entrances 
and exits into full contact body rolls.

Sunday 2pm FREE! How To Balance Things On Your Body 
All Prop Beginner - Tips and tricks of the trade to improve your balance 
ability. Starting with the basic balances and how to clean those up, pro-
gressing to using multiple parts of your body for balance points, and then 
getting to moving in different ways while maintaining a balance. A class 
for someone seeking a new challenge.

Sunday 5pm Musicality in Motion- Concept Discussion/Move-
ment/Hoop All skill levels This class is to introduce and define musicality 
to engage our movements. We will dissect and discuss the components, 
layers, and overall vibe of music that allows us to perceive music into 
movement. After a warm-up, we will explore our discussed concepts with 
exercises that will help to create a flow of well-timed motion. Once finally 
in the groove we add hoops into the equation, creating a symphony of 
expression.



Jared the Juggler- Jared has been juggling for over ten years of his life. 
Growing up in Iowa was where he learned the basic juggling techniques. 
From there, he moved to Minnesota where he got connected to the jug-
gling community. Starting in 2010, Jared became a member of the IJA 
(International Juggling Association) and has traveled across the country, 
meeting some of the best jugglers from around the world, learning various 
juggling techniques. Later, he started teaching and performing his craft. 
The winter of 2015, Jared got connected with the Flow community and 
got opportunities to travel to spread the juggle bug at places, such as, Flow 
Down, SO Ill, Playthink, Kinetic Fire, Campfire, Texas Flow Fest, Florida 
Flow Fest, Chicago Flow Show. Last summer he has been part of the Full 
Moon Jam in Chicago and has been working as a juggler for Acrobatica 
Infiniti Circus and Midnight Circus out of Chicago. Juggling is Jared’s 
life and he wants to continue growing his art and bridge that gap of “flow 
artists” and juggler.
www.jaredthejuggler.com

Saturday 2pm Clowning Around- Anyone who is a child at heart 
has his/her own personal clown. In this workshop students will learn what 
it means to be a clown. There will be group activities that will bring people 
out of their comfort zone to play, play, play, so we all can embrace our 
inner child.

Sunday 2pm Juggling 5 Balls- Learning how to juggle 5 objects 
takes a lot of dedication. In this workshop I will show 3 and 4 ball tricks 
that are very good prerequisites to learning the 5 ball cascade. By the end 
of the workshop students will have the proper information to practice the 
5 ball cascade.

Jay Jay- Born and raised in Chicago and its suburbs first began learning 
the flow arts in 2012 when a friend introduced him to poi. meeting peo-
ple in the Chicago flow arts community who later introduced him to the 
larger flow arts community threw flow events. He became a Chicago fire 
technician in 2015. He is also a member of pyrotechniq fire troupe, has 
performed at such events as summer camp music festival, mamby on the 
beach music festival, creatures of the night music festival, sukava bode 
yoga festival, freaky deaky music festival.
https://www.instagram.com/jayjcamacho/?hl=en

Saturday 11am Beginner Contact Staff- This class will go over 
the Steves, fish tales, and angel rolls as well as cover other tidbits you 
would want to know the first time you pick up a staff.

Saturday 2pm Down and Dirty Beginner/ Intermediate 
Ground Work with Contact Staff- This class is going to be intro to 
contact staff ground work. Starting with methods of getting to and from 
the ground, movement, chest rolls and additional tricks to add to your 
ground work. 



Jessie Wags- Jessica Lynne Wagner, other wise known as “Wags”, has 
been hooping for year and spinning poi for about a year and a half. As 
someone who has dedicated all her extra free time to her love of flow arts, 
her skills in these areas have improved tremendously over the past few 
months. Inspired by a number of talented flow artists/instructors, Jessica 
finds the most joy out of watching others grow in their flow and helping 
them along the way. This will be Jessica’s debut as a workshop instructor, 
and I guarentee no matter if its her poi or hoop workshop, you’ll be leaving 
with a smile on your face and take away some life-long skills!

https://www.facebook.com/jessiewagsperformanceart/?pnref=lhc
@wagdatass for both instagram and twitter!

Saturday 2pm Poi Basics: You Gotta’ Flail Before You Flow! 
Learn how to discover your own flow with your poi! Whether you’re rock-
ing contact poi, sock poi, or some fancy LED’s, this workshop will help 
you learn the basics of spinning poi

Sunday 3:30pm Your Prop Your Dance Why so stiff? A lot of 
people associate hooping with tricks, however in this session we’ll help you 
move your body and unleash your inner dancer! Using your prop as a tool 
for dancing will help you become more comfortable with your flow and 
with attempting new/more advanced tricks. This workshop is designed for 
single hoop, poi, double hoops, and fans with a concentration on musical-
ity and turns.



Jessica Mardini- Jessica first picked up glowsticks on strings in 2007 
and since then has jumped head first into the object manipulation. She is 
currently an Indianapolis based performer, instructor, and organizer with-
in the community and will be graduating from Indiana University with 
her law degree in May 2017.  A multi prop artist, she enjoys fans (her fa-
vorite!), poi, hoops, double staves, juggling, and just plain dancing!. Jessica 
does social media work with Forged Creations and the Flow Arts Institute 
and is a director for Kinetic Fire 2017. Part raver, part burner, and all 
learner, Jessica is excited to share her love of dance and object manipula-
tion with all whom she encounters.
https://www.facebook.com/spirallserenity
https://www.instagram.com/spirallserenity/

Saturday 12:30pm Intro to Fans (beginner; fans)
This class is for the brand new, or fairly beginner fan spinner. We will cover 
fan relations, grips, and basic terminology.  Students will leave this class 
with new drills and techniques to work on as they progress in their fan 
journey.

Saturday 5pm VTG 1:1 with Fans (advanced)
This class will play with different combinations of timing and direction 
with extensions, isolations, vertical antispin and horizontal antispin. I will 
begin class with an explanation of the basic movements, timing, and direc-
tion. Then we will be working with a variety of different combinations of 
all of these concepts and how to transition between them.

Sunday 5pm Flow Arts - An Inclusive Community 
(all levels; discussion/lecture)
“There are no professionals without hobbyists”
The flow arts community has seen immense growth in the last few years, 
especially with the instant connection through social media. This class will 
be an open discussion about cultivating the growth of the community by 
supporting all people who want to spin, not just the ones who are pushing 
the boundaries of tech and dance. Some people spin to push the boundar-
ies, some people spin for fun; but we are all a part of this subculture, and 
beginner to expert, all people should feel safe and included. Growing our 
community ensures its long term survival.



Juan Guardiola is a Chicago performance artist who has been practic-
ing his art for over 8 years,  as well as performing and teaching across the 
US, in the circus and Flow Art scenes. Taking his manipulations and jug-
gling to the next level, he inspires to push himself and those around him to 
maximize their full creative potential.

https://m.facebook.com/Juan.johnnyjuan.Guardiola/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.instagram.com/johnnyjuanguardiola/
https://m.youtube.com/user/TheJohnnyjuan

Sunday 12:30pm Intro to Circle Juggling - In this class we will 
be going over 3 different techniques that you can manipulate your circles 
with. The three techniques are rolls, balance, and tossing. At the end of the 
class we will start to sequence all three together to make cool patterns that 
everyone will enjoy! Some of the sequencing patterns will include continu-
ous lazies,  continuous tomahawks, mutiplex wall/wheel, continuous neck 
rolls, and juggle to forhead balance.

Sunday 5pm Continuous Poi Tosses - In this class we will be going 
over a series of tosses that would be able to be plugged into different toss 
combination sequences. We will be focusing on isolated tosses, anti spin 
tosses, side ways tosses, double spin tosses,behind the head tosses, behind 
the back toss, one handed tosses, ect.  At the end of the class more ad-
vanced sequences will be shared with everyone.



Kassandra Morrison is from a small arts community in Akron, OH. 
With her background in dance, music and art she offers a unique perspec-
tive to a developing world. Kassandra has been practicing hoop for 5 years 
and  juggling for 2 year; Just recently picking up her mini hoops in 2014 
which has now become her niche. Kassandra has traveled all over the coun-
try performing and teaching at some of the largest music festivals & Flow 
Art retreats in the world. Making it her mission to spread the power of the 
arts and create new avenues for all who share her passion.

www.Instagram.com/kassflows
www.youtube.com/ArtsyHoops
www.facebook.com/KassandraMorrisonFlow

Saturday 11am Mini Technicality- In this Advanced double  hoop 
workshop we will discuss a variety of Hybrids, illusions, 426 combina-
tions, no beats & how to put them all together.

Sunday 3:30pm How to Play with Your Body Rolls- In this 
single hoop workshop we will discuss a variety of Body roll variations. 
Such as the chest roll bump, Tracing variations, continuous chest roll & 
contact rolls.

Saturday 5pm Three Hoop Manipulation- In this intermediate 
course We will discuss 3 hoop illusions, legos, braids & hybrids. Among 
giving fundamentals of 3 mini hoop manipulation, to begin fooling the 
eye on your own!

Kimberly Bucki
Facebook.com/kimberly.bucki

Saturday 3:30pm Buugeng Fundamentals- many props provided 
for this class for newcomers to try out and learn the basics

Sunday 12:30pm Buugeng Intermediate- what can these Snakes 
do!?  (Props provided)



Matt O’Daniel- Bursting out of Louisville, KY; Matt O’ fell in 
love with the flow community ever since he picked up poi and attend-
ed his 1st flow festival. Since being introduced to poi he has picked 
up contact staff, double staff, hoop and is now grasping the concept 
of  juggling and club manipulation. He doesn’t think his hunger to 
learn will ever be satisfied with so many new ideas and props that keep 
coming out.

He now travels the region to instruct and perform with a goal to in-
spire and spread the beauty of the flow arts to as many people as 
possible.

http://www.artafterdarkentertainment.com
hMttps://www.facebook.com/ArtafterDarkEntertainment
instagram.com/matto110pb/
https://www.facebook.com/MattOFlows/

Saturday 12:30pm Performance Techniques 101
This class is designed to help you become a better performer by com-
bining some street and threatric performance techniques together so 
you can get your applause when you want them while also keeping 
your character and story line intact no matter what show you’re put-
ting on. We will be stepping out of our comfort zones and breaking 
the 4th wall in this class performance training games.

Sunday 11am FREE! Intro to Contact Poi – Part 1
Class focusing on the concept of manipulating the poi on & around 
the body while keeping in contact of the poi head, tether and/or han-
dle. These fun ideas open you to an entire new world of poi.

Sunday 12:30pm Contact Poi – Part 2
Expanding on the concept of contact poi by taking the fundamentals 
and expanding on them with new ideas. Approaching with different 
entrance and exit strategies, defining the timing of rolls and under-
standing how to build sequences.

Sponsored By:



Perkulator- Emily Perkins, better known as Perkulator, first fell in love 
with hoop in 2011. Though always staying true to hoop, her practice has 
expanded to include acrobatics, fans, contact staff, levitation wand, dou-
ble staves, fire eating, and more. Her passion for movement has led her 
across the world- teaching, performing, and producing at events such as 
Kinetic Fire, Flow Show Chicago, FLAME, Electric Forest, and more. You 
can catch her regularly on Thursday nights at Untitled in Chicago.
www.facebook.com/itstimefortheperkulator, www.pyrotechniq.org

Saturday 12:30pm Fancy Feet- Hoop Workshop
Pick up, manipulate, and transition your hoop using your feet! We’ll ex-
plore the very basics, as well as cray tricks, and everything in between. 
Sustaining a hoop on your foot, unusual starts, and conditioning exercises 
will all be covered. Come ready to roll around on the ground!

Sunday 2pm Lazy Hooping
Sometimes you don’t want to do anything, but you still want to hoop. 
This class is for fellow slothy individuals who don’t always want to give up 
laying, sitting, or being still and chill- but still want to manipulate their 
props.

Zack Lyttle- 27 years old from Chicago, I’ve been spinning poi for 5 
years and juggling for 3. 
https://www.facebook.com/zack.lyttle.5

Saturday 12:30pm- Intro to No Beat Tosses with Poi- inter-
mediate level, learning how to sustain constant no beat tosses in basic 
timing, directions, and planes. This class will also introduce the concept 
of transition between planes and introduce the concept of no beat weaves.

Saturday 5pm- Advanced Swap Tosses with Poi- Advanced lev-
el, This class covers a whole framework of poi tosses that has a feed hand 
and a toss hand making each object switch hands after every toss.



TAG US: #flowfests
FOLLOW US: @flowfests
LIKE US: fb.com/flowfests

Come play with us YEAR ROUND!

Texas Flow Fest
March, 2018
Austin, TX

NorthWest Flow Fest
July, 2018

Seattle, WA

MidWest Flow Fest
September, 2018

Chicago, IL

Florida Flow Fest
November, 2018

Ft Lauderdale, FL


